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HIGHLIGHTS
• The total number of internally
displaced persons (IDPs) from
Crimea and Eastern Ukraine is
1,582,565 as of 15 May 2017,
according to the Ministry of
Social Policy of Ukraine.
• IOM assisted over 188,000 vulnerable IDPs and conflict-affected
people in 24 regions of Ukraine.
• Out of them, almost 5,000
people received grants for microbusiness, self-employment or
vocational training. 59% of IOM’s
livelihoods programme beneficiaries are women (see the map on
page 7).
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IOM’s RESPONSE TO DATE

THREE YEARS INTO THE CONFLICT:
NEW IOM SURVEY CONFIRMS CONTINUOUS
HARSH LIVING CONDITIONS OF IDPs IN UKRAINE
Employment and housing remain the
key challenges for internally displaced
persons (IDPs) in Ukraine, according to
the latest round of the IOM National
Monitoring System on the Situation of
IDPs in Ukraine, funded by the European
Union*.
Three years into the conflict and
displacement, the income situation
remains one of the major challenges for
IDPs. According to the IOM survey, 45
per cent of IDP households have only
enough funds for food. Some 21 per cent
of displaced families have total incomes
ranging from UAH 1,500 (USD 56) to UAH
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3,000 (USD 113) per month, while the
income of another 47 per cent is ranging
from USD 114 to USD 264. Average IDP
level of income per individual currently is
UAH 1,991 (USD 75).
On the positive side, the level of IDPs
being employed has slightly increased
from 35 per cent in March 2016,
when the first similar IOM survey was
conducted, to some 42 per cent now.
However, it is still quite low compared
with the level of employment before
displacement: approximately onethird of IDPs who had a job before
the conflict still cannot find a new
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IOM Ukraine’s Chief of Mission, Manfred Profazi, Deputy Minister of Temporarily Occupied Territories
and IDPs of Ukraine, Heorhii Tuka, and IOM Ukraine’s Emergency and Stabilization Programme Coordinator,
Ester Ruiz de Azua, presenting NMS results (Kyiv, 12 May 2017)
one. Displaced women face more
difficulties with employment.
Other problematic issues are living
conditions and payment for rent
and utilities. 66 per sent of IDPs pay
for their accommodation in rented
housing. A significant share of IDPs (22
per cent) live with relatives or hosting
families. Only one per cent live in their
own housing within the governmentcontrolled part of Ukraine.
Despite the difficulties, 26 per cent of
IDPs expressed intention not to move
back to their places of origin. Thirty
nine per cent would like to return
when the conflict is over. Another 17
per cent said that they might consider
returning in the future.
“Lack of support in finding relevant
solutions for IDPs and returnees
hinders their integration and creates
dependencies on Government and aid
organizations’ assistance,” says IOM
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IOM’s survey presentation attracted significant media attention
Chief of Mission, Manfred Profazi.
“With the National Monitoring System,
IOM aims at assisting the Government
of Ukraine in improving its knowledge
base about the situation and the needs
of IDPs and to highlight emerging

trends so that the Government can
better develop evidence-based policies
to address their needs.”
At the joint presentation of the survey,
held in Kyiv, Deputy Minister of
Temporarily Occupied Territories and
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Average monthly income per individual by geographical zones, UAH
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IDPs of Ukraine, Heorhii Tuka, stressed
the importance of data collection and
of IOM’s expertise for shaping a strategy
and planning practical steps to support
IDPs wellbeing and integration.
As of May, the Ministry of Social Policy
of Ukraine has registered 1.582 million
IDPs. Since the beginning of the crisis
in Ukraine in 2014, IOM has provided
support to over 188,000 conflictaffected people. Its current focus lies in
providing income opportunities for IDPs

and conflict-affected populations, and
facilitating social cohesion, recovery and
peacebuilding.
* IOM has been conducting surveys on the
situation of IDPs in Ukraine on a regular
basis since March 2016. In this round,
covering March-April 2017, 1,025 IDPs
were interviewed face-to-face, and 3,312
IDPs registered by the Ministry of Social
Policy of Ukraine were interviewed by
phone across the country.
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LIFE STORY

BIKER’S FARM

At their current home in a remote village, Sergey, Danil and Elena can rely only on each other
Sergey is a biker from conflictaffected eastern Ukraine, who
together with his wife and son left
everything behind to start from
scratch in a dying village some 800
km from his hometown. According
to official data, there are over 1.5
million internally displaced persons
registered in Ukraine. It is often difficult to see the people behind the
statistics, but examples like Sergey’s
remind us that people are not only
standing behind the numbers, but
are the foundation of the story
about the complex consequences of
conflict in Ukraine.  
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Sergey suggests that we call him when
we are on our way to Pushkari, some
200 km from the city of Chernihiv in
northern Ukraine. He offers to meet
us at the highway, as a few days ago
somebody stole the village sign and
we might risk missing our destination.
Fortunately, the GPS works well and
we reach the remote village of Pushkari with no issues. Sergey’s wife, Elena, meets us on her motorcycle and
shows us the way down the ravine to
their home. Driving down the narrow,
serpentine road we realize that people selling wood or hay would hardly
agree to deliver supplies to Sergey’s

and Elena’s house. “Well, your place is
quite off the beaten path,” we say to
the couple. “And that is good. Foxes,
wolves, and raccoons are our neighbours,” they respond.
The family left their hometown of
Sverdlovsk, Luhansk Region, with
the outbreak of hostilities in eastern
Ukraine in May 2014. They fled to a
rural village where they used to camp
at with a friend, who is now deceased.
Before the conflict, Sergey was tuning
motorcycles, and Elena had a shop with
38 sorts of tap beer. Elena tells us, “We
sold our old car here, and bought five
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ewe sheep and one ram.” Now they
have a total of 47 sheep and goats.
They also have two acres of land that
is used for growing potatoes and other
vegetables. The family is literally living
from subsistence farming, as wood is
collected from the nearby forest and
hay is cut in the river-valley. During the
growing season, they also sell some
vegetables at the market in the nearest town of Novhorod-Siverskyi.
Danil, the couple’s 14 year-old son,
tends to the flock in the river-valley a
few hundred meters from their house.
They boy is enrolled in school 12 km
away and uses a decrepit school bus
to get there. He doesn’t seem to like
to talk about his classmates or studies. The slim boy, with eyes old beyond
his years, is focused on his duties at
the farm. Danil knows every animal by
name, and even attends to the sheep or
goats when they are in labour without
the help of his parents. Other friends of
Danil, are Begemot (Hippo) and Baron, a
Central Asian Shepherd and a cat.

the villagers’ fear that Sergey’s sheep
and goat farm would deprive them of
the pasture for their cows. Sergey complains that locals call him “a separatist”.
Local authorities seem to be struggling
with disputes between the villagers and
Sergey’s family.

Relations between the IDP family and
the local residents of Pushkari are complicated. Tensions started because of

According to an IOM study conducted in spring 2017, 18% of IDPs in
Ukraine state that they experienced

The flag of the first bikers’ club in Sverdlovsk, Luhansk Region,
now is Sergey’s family memorabilia
discrimination based on their IDP status. This number doubled in respect
to the number reported during a similar study conducted only six months
earlier, indicating that social tensions
in the communities are increasing
fast. The majority of IDPs who reported the cases of discrimination
occurred in real estate and employment spheres, with only a fraction
mentioning that interactions with

Danil tends to the flock from early morning till noon, and then from 4 p.m. till late evening
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Sergey using
the walk-behind
tractor provided
by IOM

2014 and now I’m running to the top
of it!” says Sergey. Even so, he faced
some heart problems and was hospitalized after plowing his land on his
own. That is why Sergey and Elena
call ‘a life-saving aid’ the walk-behind
tractor the family received from IOM
with funding from the United Kingdom Department for International
Development. Standing near the nettle in their backyard, in the middle of
nowhere, we feel that they are not
trying to flatter us.

Each of Elena’s young goats now gives 2.5 L milk per day
the local population was negative or
aggressive. However the family’s experiences demonstrate that despite
relatively low figures in respective
statistics, there is a large need for
trust building and community development initiatives fostering integration of IDPs into host communities.
Scarce income opportunities are another challenge for IDP integration in
their new homes. For Sergey, there
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might be opportunities to barter: he
might fix a motor of a villager’s tractor, and ask for help with his crops
instead of payment. But in spring
and summer, time doesn’t wait so
the family has to rely only on themselves if no one will lend a hand. All
the work and stress has taken a toll
on the family’s health. Both Sergey
and Elena confess that they have lost
weight substantially since they came
here. “I could hardly climb that hill in

Sergey and Elena have big plans.
They are already making cottage
cheese for their personal consumption, and this year they would like
to start producing hard cheese to
sell at the market. This would be
easier with technical equipment.
They also need a hay mower to feed
their growing flock. So the family is
looking for more grant opportunities, as access to bank loans is problematic both for new entrepreneurs
and for IDPs. Despite the fact that
Sergey’s position was not to be registered as an IDP (he says he wants
to live and work “as an equal citizen
of Ukraine”), the banks have so far
been refusing him loans.
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“Currently there are only about 150
people living in the village, and in a
dozen of years there will probably
be no one here, only us,” says Sergey. “The youth are moving to big
cities, and the others that stay here
are drinking all the time.” The biker
gives us an example of the neighbouring village, where a businessman from eastern Ukraine managed
to relocate his cow farm, and now
the village is reviving. “I want to invite other IDPs here, as I will need
more help when my farm grows.

And you know, those of us from the
cities, notice and appreciate things
local people are used to and do not
appreciate anymore.”
However, not everyone is welcomed
at Sergey’s land. “Once, some guys
from the East came to visit. We went
to the bank of the Desna with them,
and they were stunned by the beauty of the river,” the biker recalls. The
men suggested, as a business idea,
building a sauna and inviting people
from Chernihiv and Novhorod-Siver-

skyi to vacation there. Sergey said
“No, let’s be frank, guys. You would
open a ‘cabaret’ which does not fit
here. I want to keep listening to the
birds in this virgin land.”
Sergey’s family is among almost 5,000
IDPs and conflict-affected people, supported by IOM with grants for microbusiness, self-employment or vocational training from 2014 till spring
2017. IOM, supported by its donors,
continues providing income opportunities for IDPs and host communities.

For more photos and video please visit: http://features.iom.int/stories/call-of-the-wild/
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BACKGROUND ON THE CRISIS
In April 2014, armed groups in the Donbas region of eastern Ukraine (Donetsk and Luhansk) began to seize buildings
and arms. As a result of ongoing fighting between armed groups and government forces, as well as the events which
occurred in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea (ARC) in March 2014, many people have been forced to flee their
homes and have become increasingly vulnerable. Most leave with few belongings and are in need of shelter, food and
non-food assistance, as their savings are often meager, social benefits take time to re-register, and livelihoods options
may be restricted. Concurrently, while grassroots volunteer organizations, civil society and host communities have provided a robust response to the immediate needs of IDPs, the economic crisis in Ukraine has hampered opportunities
for more durable solutions, in part through employment and community stabilization. Those staying in the Donbas,
particularly in areas affected by fighting along the contact line, face imminent security threats. The provision of basic
services has been disrupted, supplies are increasingly limited, and economic activity has been crippled. Ongoing daily
ceasefire violations continue to be reported.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Ms. Varvara Zhluktenko, IOM Ukraine’s Communications Officer,
vzhluktenko@iom.int, +38 044 568 50 15, +38 067 447 97 92
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In line with IOM’s global strategy, the IOM Mission in Ukraine aims at advancing the understanding of the opportunities and challenges of migration in the Ukrainian context. Maximizing those opportunities and minimizing the challenges presented by migratory movements are the guiding principles of all activities and programmes the Mission engages in.
IOM Ukraine fights trafficking in human beings, assists the Government in addressing the needs of internally displaced persons and
dealing with irregular migration, improving its migration management system, and creating migrant-inclusive health practices and
policies. At the same time, IOM Ukraine engages in harnessing the development potential of migration, disseminating migration
information and managing migration movements and integration of ethnic minorities, promoting the benefits of cultural diversity,
and counteracting xenophobia and intolerance.
During the 20 years of its presence in Ukraine, IOM has assisted about 500,000 migrants (Ukrainians and other nationalities),
IDPs, potential migrants, victims of trafficking and other vulnerable groups, directly or through its project partners.
Views and opinions expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect the view of IOM or its member states
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